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Letters to the Editor
to it very well. In t heir
preparation to stay the night,
outsiders were as welcome as
the music people were to share
in the shelter and comfort of
the music building.
The band hopes to play this
concert on April 9, 1975. This
time, precautions will be
taken, and those who plan on
attending the concert should
make sure their dog sleds are
in working order and their
team is ready to go.
Alan Mader
Solo Clarinetist

Editor,
because of a lack of musicians
On April 2, 1975, the U.N.I.
and an audience. The first task
.Band under the direction of
the band members faced was
Dr. Edgar B. Gangware,
to find food for 15 or so•
;played one of the most unusual
members present. After this
performances in its history.
task was completed, they
Aside from being a group of
headed out to the' gym to play
fine musicians, their athletic
an invigorating game of volley- ·
abilities were finally brought . ball. When this was over, they ·
into the spotlight when their · spent a restless night in the
concert for that evening was . music building. The hard work
cancelled and they prepared to · came the next morning when
spend a long night in the
they dug about a dozen cars
music building.
_out of the snow in less than a
Due to the snow that crip- · hour.
pled Chicagoland, the band
The experience was a tiring
one, but the group responded
was unable to play its con~ert
Letter to the Editor,
In response to an inflammatory leaflet signe~ by a
certain
organization
on
. campus- we object vehemently
that an authorized student
group be permitted to conduct
programs in the offensive manner of, the " Revolutionary"
Student Brigade. We feel t heir
actions are not at all of the
high level of intellectual exchange that has been part of.
the UNI tradition.
The students for Israel have
always believed in the right of
free expression. However, we
,feel there is a great difference
between the right of free
expression and the policy of

outright bigotry and slander
presented under the auspices;
of an authorized group. We
have not protested nor related
to the RSB leaflets because we
do not involve ourselves in ·
that type of action- neither will
we respond to threatened debates. We find their offensive
leaflets of articles, racist,
bigoted, anti-semitic in nature,
p9or in quality and not at all
disguised in purpose.
Northeastern University's
diversified student population
represents a great variety of
world views. For one group to
openly advocate beligerency
·and hostility toward another
group
sets
a
dangerous

precedent and we feel it's not
befiting of the high caliber of
the UNI atmosphere.
The students for Israel are a
very active group offering
continuous intellectual and
educational programs about
the events and issues of the
Middle East. In our short
existence we have been, and
still are, an enriching element
to the UNI community- presenting speakers, classes,-films
and activities involving the
broadest spectrum of Jewish
life. However,· we have never
presented a program against
any cause or group. Our
met hods have always been,
and will continue to be
t hrough a positive educational
approach - never depending on
slander or defanation to attain
our goals.
All those students who are
willing to work together
through t his positive educational framework and who will
publicly recognize I srael's
r ight to exist as a J ewish state
. and who renounces violence in
any · fo rm as a means to
-achieve peace- are cordially
, invited to participate in our
._on going seminar entitled
"Israel and her Neighbors'.'
(Dates and place will be
posted. )
Sincerely
Students for Israel

The entire staff of the
PRINT want you to have a
happy and productive
Spring Break and we will
be back with our May 16th
edition to be part of your
effort to graduate early.

'The Staff
The Print is the campus newspaper
for Northeastern Illinois University.
-Published weekiy, this paper is paid for
by student fees and is largely the work
't,f Northeastern . Students. Material
published herein is not to be confused
with views expressed ,by the University_
administration. Print is located in E-214,
phone 583-4060, ext. 469.

Editor: Robert Kosinski .
Managing Editor: Jeff Clever
News Editor: Jean lkezoe
Arts Editor: Tom Wolferman
Sports Editor: Pauline Philipps
Business Manager:, Rita Harmata
Photo Editor: Paul Manda
Cartoonist: Margaret Drewko
Columnist: Mary Robandt

Staff: Al Albert, Nancy Bartosch, Larry
Brittain, Dave Dettman, · Diane
Dockery, Jeff Einbinder, Stephen
Flamich, Peg Gorman, Gerri Leffner,
Pennie ,Lopinski, Linda Markon, Jeff
Markowski, Steve Novak, Dan
Pearson, Anna Maria Pezzetta, Dante
Plata, Mary Robandt, George Tafelski, Robin Trilling, Robert Trahan,
Doug Widowski, Joe Wynn, Marco

_Pedersen

April 1 - Beginning date for
interim borrowing; Books will be
due on May 12, . 1975. (validated
ID or receipted tuition bill _ for
spring/ summer trimester is required in order to check out library
materials)
April 19. - Deadline date · for
s1',ldents to return all library
materiF.'. t'.
Library Hours
April 21 -25, Mon-Fri, 8:00

a.m,-4 :00 p.m.
April 26, Saturday, Closed
April 28-May 2, Mon-Fri, 8:00
a.m.-4:00 p .m.
May 3, Saturday, Closed
May May 5, 6, Mon, Tues, 8:00
a.m.-4:00 p .m.
Regular Library Hours Start
Wednesday , May 7, 1975
***SPECIAL NOTE***
Library fines are ten
ten cents a day per book

crumbs
by George Tafelski
Like the Lord, the Administration sometimes works in
mysterious ways. Sometimes they are manipulated by what van
only be termed a· higher power.
This latest Act of the Administration concerns the miraculous
apparition of an Ad Hoc Committee on Ron Porche. Porche,
you'll remember, was arrestd at O'Hare Airport last December 2
and charged with possession of stolen property in connection with .
the burglary of Graphic Arts and Photography on December 2 of
last year. Loss in the theft totaled some $9,0001
The first incarnation of this committe~ occurred way back on
January 2, 1975. Tht. purpose of the Committee was not and has
never been made completely clear. Former Vice-President of
Student Affairs, Griff Pitts, instructed the Director of
Community Services, Ben Coleman, to get together with Jack
Holt of. Sec)lr,ity, William Speller, and Porche to clear up what he
called " conflicting evidence" in the present situation, apparently
referring to the period immediately following Porche's arrest.
However, this committee never did get toget her.
· The fact that this meeting was called would prompt even the
dullest member of the university community to ask a few
questions, among them being; Did Pitts call this meeting on his
own or on soineone's request? What did he mean by conflicting
evidence? Or stated another way, what was t he specific purpose
of the committee? F inally, Porche was arrested on December 12.
So if Pitts was going to take any action a t all, why c!idn 't he do it
sooner?
Two weeks passed after t his first non-meeting and on January
17 Pitts instructed Coleman to get together with (Get t his!)
Antonio Alcozer, Curtis Cheung, Marilyn Brent, Maria Lozano,
Jack Paglini, and John Beard, who was added to the committee
at a later date. Vice-President for . Academic Affairs William
Lienemann was also asked to sit in on t he meeting.
Now, who appointed these students to the committee? Was it
Pit ts or Coleman? Nawsir, friends and neighbors, Ron Porche
picked t hese characters.
Keep in mind that this is t he sa~ e - J~ck P aglini who once
suggested t hat the Student Senate hire a lawyer for Porche. He
said at a Senate meeting, " Instead of adding to t he guy's
(Porche) problems, maybe we (the Senate) can offer him some
sort of legal aid."
As for Curtis Cheung, the former Vice-President of the Senate,
well, one day you can sell him the Brooklyn Bridge; and come
back the next day and sell him tickets for a trip on the Titanic.
The point is, friends, if you were going to appoint a committee to
ferret out malfeasance in and around City Hall would you appoint
Tom Keane, Roman Pucinski, Mike Daley, and Vito Marzullo to
your panel of determined sleuths?
Anyway, they decided to hold off on any action as there were
still legal procedure!' 1Jending. And on February 14 the legal
procedures landed with a thud. Judge Richard Curry ruled that
the State's Attorney ha:d shown enough evidence against Porche
to warrant convening a grand jury to investigate the burlary of
Graphic Arts and Photography.
Five weeks later, March 25, Ben Coleman wanted to reconvene
this Ad Hoc Committee because there is addition evidence and he.
wants to make "final recommendations" to Pitts. These final
recommendations couldn't be ascertained because, according to
Coleman, mum's the word on this Committee. He also said, " I
want to quash all information about this."
Now, how can this Ad Hoc Committee make " final
recommendations" when there hasn't been a trial yet?
Furthermore, why wasn't this entire matter handled through the
Senate's Student Affairs Council which handles disciplinary
cases? Why was ~on · Porche given what appears to be special
consideration?
The truth is, according to Stuart Strong of the Revolutionary
Student Birgade and a few other people· on campus, Ron Porche
was a paid informer for police intelligence who was hired to spy
on the Brigade.
When seen, in this light, it makes perfect sense that Pitts and
Coleman handled, or were reguested to handle by police
intelligence, this matter so secretly. They didn't want the Senate
to know because, at the beginning of this mess, it still might have
been possible ~ keep Porche on campus as an informer.
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Ceiling set fo,: numerous tuitiqn waivers
by Diane Dockery
A ceiling on tuition waivers
becomes effective for the first
time at UNI nex t year, said
Ron Wendell , director of
Financial Aid.
Re-evaluation of tuition
waivers administered by the
university appears necessary.
Wendell scheduled a meeting
on April 9 with Dr. John
Major, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, to discuss
the problem.
The ceiling is $275,000. All
institutional tuition waivers
must come from this· fun,
including waivers for ,foreign
students, minority and disadvantaged student, faculty and
civil service employees of the
university, cooperating teachers in the student teaching
program, statutory (e.g., Illinois
General
Assembly)
waivers, and talent waivers.
These waivers are distinguished from scholarships
by the fact that the university
is not reimbursed for the loss
of dollars incurred by waiving
tuition.
The Illinois State Monetary
Awards and Veterans' Scholarships represen t no loss in

revenue and are not administered by the university, and
are therefore not institutional
waivers.
T he university utilizes the
bulk of tuition waivers to
recruit new students. Proyecto
Pa'lante, for example, recruits
persons of Spanish-American
ancestry. Project Success is
designed to attract inner-city,
disadvantaged student. Talent
waivers are · intended for
participating in extra-curricular activities. ·
Talent waivers, established
by the Board of Governors
(BOG), are the largest group
of tuition waivers at UNI.
Regardless of a · school's size,
280 talent 1waivers are allowed
each institution in the BOG
system.
At present, the greatest
number (40 ½ - 112 ·of 280) of
taleht waivers at UNI are
allotted to physical education.
Music receives 20½ (56 of
280), art is allowed 15 ½ (42 of
280), and speech and drama
gets 10 ½ (28 of 280).
.Talent area committees from
these departments are expected to use the waivers
primarily for recruitment of

incoming freshmen or transfer
students.
Two other talent areas are
currently designated at UNI.
They are leadership and ·
service (10 ½ - 28 of 280) and
student publications 5 ½ - 14 of
280). These waivers, which
don't fall UI?,der a specific
department, often go . unused
for lack of recruitment. .
Fourteen of the leadership
and service wasivers, for example, were filled as of the
J aunuary trimester, said Anne
Klein of the Financial Aid
office.
When not utilized by the
talent area disignated for
them, the tuition ,waivers are
used by other areas. Currently,
the physical education area
receives most of the unused
waivers.
Tom Lasser, president of the
Student Senate, thinks more
recognition should be given -to
currently enrolled students via
the leadership and service
talent waiver. He feels undue
emphasis is placed on the
recruitment of new students
and not enough on students
already enrolled and participating in activities.
Lasser cited, for example,
members of the Senate, Commuter Center Activities Board
, (CCAB ), Media Board, independent clubs and others as
possible recipients of talent
waivers.
The fact that P.E. receives
r the majority of waivers strikes
Lasser as unfair. He pointed
ou t t hat athletics already reby M. L. Robandt
ceives a large proportion of
You know t hose gauzy, luridly colored photos of simpering would love to trade places with her. We ~ e told not to throw _ student
fees.
models leaning against a ship 's deck, or lolling under a palm t ree
coins to divers, but someone does anyway, and t he boy who got
This year athletics was althey pu t in women 's magazin es (always during t he
t he quarter escaped the propellers, t his time . . .
located $75,000 to $80,000 of
Jan-Feb-March blahs )? You know the National Geographic
student fees money, said LasI don't know who kritated me more; my fellow-travellers who
photos of turquoise and emerald rustic islands that are so
ser. This money is used to
fake-looking you only bother when you're laid up with t he flu and sighed about t he beauty and sentimentally ignored t he poverty,
sponosr a thl etic tournaments,
have read everything else except The Life of Truman? Well, you or t hose who gasped about the squalor and ignored Paradise. No
conferences, and to buy the
may cringe when you get out YOUR bikini after a winter of one seemed to see that they had to go together . American oii
a t hletes' jackets, sweaters,
Student Fa re (pasta, pasta , pasta and pasta) ; but, I have to say companies support free education t hrough college, and t heir
T-shirts, gym shoes, trophies,
it, a Carribean cruise is everything t hose revolting pictorials say low-income high-rises co-exist with millions of tiny shacks on the
Venezuelan hillsides. Oil rigs punct uate the brassy sky, and Good
medals and even sweat socks,
they are. I hate _to admit it, but it's· heaven.
Friday worshippers picnic at roadsides in the mountains. (Rich
charged Lasser. More attenPeople only spring for that kind of vacation when they really
and poor are still acts of God here; the guide is not ashamed that
tion should be devoted to
need to get away fr~m it all; and these days, who doesn't have a
almost half of Caracas is on welfare; to be poor is like being
non-athletic activities in Lasgood reason for wanting to run aw11y to sea·, to an island? So
short, not like being syphellitic!) I am too shy to barter, and no
ser's opinion.
_
when you get back, even a comfortable earth feels like hell. I
one believes I am a poor student (all American's are rich ), so I
For more information on
arrived home 24 hours after the blizzard ; looking down at
take inept but loving snapshots of Easter lillies in forgotten
talent waivers, contact .t he
O'Hare, I wondered idly if I could manage to stuff myself in the
cemeteries and --rasberry, mint green, and yellow houses
Financial Aid Office or ; the
bat hroom waste chute and beat the plane to the. runway. (Ma,
emblazoned with Esso, Sherwin-Williams_, and Kodak signs . . .
following talent area people:
don't make me go out there!) We sat imprisoned in our twisted
leadership and service - Dr.
..
seat belts like men on Death Row, circling, circling, over that
Ah, photographs. The pasttime which lets the camera have all Eric Moch, Director of Admisworld of ice that had seemed, in reports from The Ocean Post, the fun. When' we put into port at Curacao, a whimsical
sions and Records ; physical
like a bad joke someone on another planet had dreamed up. I fairy-town of Viennese gingerbread studded turquoise houses, I
education - Gus Ziagos, Dirstepped out into piles of slush with still-sunburned feet in leap over deck chairs, snapping madly, feeling like a great artiste ector of Health, Recreation
sandals.
- until I use up half a roll of film with the lens cap on. (I solved
and Physical Education; art You have a vague feeling, on a cruise, that you should spend all that problem by losing the cap altogether two days later). We Clarice Hallberg, Chairperson
of the Art Department; speech
your time looking at the sea, if you're the poetic type; or getting buy enough professional photographs to have paid for a formal
a tan, if you're the socialite type. So you do both, not very wedding, and we all keep taking pictures; of us, of scenery, of us
and performing arts - Libby
Mages, Assistant Professor of
successfully, because people-watching is the best sport around. and scenery . . .
Doe-eyed Italians with sunstreaked hair and staccato speech,
Everyone is in love with exotic-at-a-comfortable-distance. It's Speech and Performing Arts;
Mexicans who look like healthy American suburbanites, people better than Hawaii. Everyone wants to feel free, to feel wild and student publications - Ely
from the States with their white plastic shoes and their childlike, natural. People who spent 9 days and nights in the dark indoors
Liebow, Chairperson of t he
and
intrusive desire to make pals. Genial, heel-clicking Dutch officers; bar or seeing old movies or napping off huge meals suddenly English Department;
raw-boned English shopgirls, and singers; and Indonesian emerge the last night to get drunk, do the Limbo, do the Conga; music - the Department of
musicians, ste~ards, sailors, whose beauty and gentleness is not 60 year old people doing a creditable jitterbug; to get sentimental Music.
to be described in prose. On the islands, Spanish, Indian, and and young again. The stewards are no longer servants, but
black, with the same old caste systems as on the home front; but confidantes; table mates buy each other champagne; it's like New
with such diversity they could pose for the Family of Man Year's.Eve, when the cruelty of Time is most forgotten and most
Sister Rachel Spiritual Soul
routine; the rapid, shrill island Spanish of Curacao and the remembered. Addresses are exchanged, vows are exchanged,
Reader and Advisor tells your
Antilles, the slow, musical English of Kingston, St. Vincents, and everyone goes out on deck and greedily drinks in the sea and sky
past, present and future and
good old Midwestern American English in that consumers' with tear-blurred eyes. The ship IS the world, and we are all ships
haven, St. Thomas. Fathers frown warily, their babies smile, and passing in the night, like the man said' - no one needs to be told to
reaches out for your soul.
cameras are suddenly clicking away in the blinding sun through a live for the day right now. Time enough tomorrow for car
rocking bus window. A Florida woman sighs that her hairdresser payments and finals, rent, divorce, old age. Time enough
told her she'd be 16 years younger if she lived in Kingston ; I tomorrow for the awful birth-pangs .of responsibility. To
5753 N. Clark Street
wonder if she knows it's because she'd have to carry water from paraphrase Shakespeare, if we can't stop time, we will make him
728-7815
the valley to the mountain for bathing; or that she'd have no us-~ run. That's what a cruise is for. The trick is to bring that ability
for her electric dishwasher. A hundred bead-selling islanders to feel back home - and make it last till summer!
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announceme·n ts Student senate report
THE STAFF OF THE PRINT WISHES all UNI students, .
faculty, and staff a nice vacation. The Print will resume
publication during t he second week of t he spring t rimester and
continue through the summer.

VOLUNTEERS are needed for the Reading Lab. program at the
Residential School for Boys, 3600 W. Foster. ~or , furt her
information call Mr. L. Battasto at 478-9000.
DR. SHERMAN BEVERLY, a specialist in spoken history,
will speak a t the UNI Institute of Adulthood, April 7 at 7:30 pm
in the Science Building. A former co-director of the Evanston
Public Library Black Oral History Project, Beverly currently is
professor of inner cit y education at UNI's Center for Inner City
Studies. His lecture will be about the significance of life ·
experiences of older persons as recent history. This lecture is open
to. the public.

by Mary Berg
The following people have
been elected to fill vacancies
on Senate and administrative
c_ommittees, congradulations :
Student Affairs : Jim Pay·
ette, Amelia Soto.
Parking
Appeals:
Eva
Estrada, Bob Kosinski, Jack
Welt.
Audit
Committee:
Jeff
Clever, Pat Wellbank.
Campus Planning: Gus Sisto
Charter
Review
Board:
Elizabeth Campe

Plan Planning and Security:
Dennis Chuboda, Mike Cunningham.
There are positions on the
following committees.
Vice-president for Development and Public Affairs
·
1 student
Student Fees and Allocations
1 st udent
Temporary Charters _were
granted to:
Electronic Music Club
Organic Gardening Club

Ki-Aikido Club
Bahai' Club
There were many new pols
icies that were established at
the April 7 meeting concerning
student fees . Since these are
still pending-as far as the
presidential veto and senate
action. I will print t he final
guidelines in the first issue of
the Spring term.
Our next meeting will be _
April 18, 1975, Friday at 1:00
pm in room 0-006. For your
convenience this meeting is
occurring since no one is
around during the break. Take
the opportunity to see us!!

U.N. director
Joins seminar

THE LEUKEMIA RESEARCH FOUNDATION (The Pamela
Croft Chapter) will hold a benefit Auction and Bazaar of all new
merchandise, Sunday, May 4, at American Legion Hall, 6140 W.
Dempster, Morton Grove, Ill.

■

.

■

■

ticin ; as Director of the Press
Mr. Varindra T . Vittachi,
Foundation of Asia ; and as
Executive Director of United
Nations P opulation Fund Acti- · Editor-in-Chief of the Asian
vities, will visit the campus
News Service.
Monday, Aprii 7, as part of the
In 1959, Mr. Vittachi reUniversity's Visiting Diplo- . ceived the Ramon Magsaysay
A ward for Journalism and
mats P rogram. He will attend
Literature for his book Emerthe PIE seminar " Dipolomacy
gency '58 - The Story of the
as Technique and Lifestyle,"
Ceylon Race Riots. His other
coordinated · by . Drs. Asad
books include: The Brown
Husain (Political Science) and
Sahib (1962), The Fall of
Reynold Feldman (Center for
Sukarno (1967 ), and Change
Program Development), from 2
by Choice - A Search for the
to 4 p.m. in 2-094. At 7 p.m.,
Essential Filipino (1972).
Monday night, he will give a
"Varindra Vittachi," accordpublic lecture in S-102 on "The
ing to Reynold Feldman, who
Diplomacy of Population."
knows him from t he East-West
At 22, the principal of a
Center in Hawaii, "is perhaps
village school in his native
the most exciting and dynamic .
Ceylon, Vittachi has since
speaker I've ever heard. I
served with the Bank of
Ceylon, London ; as E ditor of wouldn't be surprised if he
the Associated Newspapers of ends up Secretary-General of
Ceylon and the Ceylon Obser- the UN some day."
Mr. Vit tachi has directed
ver, the oldest newspaper in
Asia , as Asian Director o_f the UN populations activities since
1972.
International P ress Founda-

A

"CELEBRATION OF SPRING" with music, original
'poetry, dancing, and readings will be presented by the DNI
Institute of Adulthood on April 18 at 7 :30 pm in room S-317. The
·theme of the evening will be the rebirth and renewal experienced
·in different stages of life. The public is invited to attend this
event, which is free of charge.

SAVE THE BALD EAGLE, is the theme of a '.'Walk for the
E agles" day on Friday, April '25. The walk will take place along a
15 mile marked course in t he Springfield area. For more
information on contact the Illinois Audobon Society, P .O. Box
520, Naperville, Illinois, 60540

AN AUTHORITY ON URBAN EDUCATION, Ms. Barbara
·Sizemore will speak on "Educa tion: Is Accomodation Enough" at
St. James Church, 4600 S. Ellis Ave. A former UNI faculty
member Sizemore is currently superintendent of schools,
Washin~ton, D.C. The program will be held on t he Sout h Side
·with free transportation provided for those who desire it. for
more information call Gerald Butler, ext. 480 - for bus
reserva tions. This speech is sponsored by t he UNI College of
E ducation ' Forum Committee a nd there is no charge for
admission.

At this meeting, the budgets
should be established for the
boards of control.
We urge the students to pay ·
the optional financial assistance fee on their bill. The
mo~ey is used as an aid in the
financ:ix_rg- of tuition.
Good luck with finals and ·
have fun during break.

Sneaky
Pete's.
5053 N. Lincoln

~-Beer_Time

shampoo is the smash of the year
"the 'la dolce vita' for the 1970's'. '

THE ELECTRONIC MUSIC CLUB will sponsor a film on
"New Music" and a demonstration of t he ARP 2600 Music
Synthesizer. On Tuesday May 13th in Room ·3-108. Everybody
welcome

- judith t:ris l.

nt ! \ \ "

\'Or" maga1.i1w

l

stein
of 6eer
a

On .Thursdays
8 pill till elcjsin~

WOMEN'S STUDIES announces a series of four symposia on
"The Returning Woman" to be given on May 13, 15, 20, and 22
in the A-lounge, from 1:00 to 2:00. The Symposia begins on May
13 with a panel discussion of the emotional, social and family
problems of the returning woman. Everyone is invited to attend.

Abortion
Information
Service

. BfffT: .

1-24 Weeks Pregnancy
Terminated by
Licensed Physicians
Modem Technique
Patient Privacy
FOURTH RECORD-BREAKING WEEK AT:

Want a change in YQJAr lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - .-unerican dishes, too.
Lunch served to all students at alf hours.

.341_1 W. -Bryn Mawr Ave.

edens

marina city

NORTHBROOK

yorktown

randhurst

evergreen

LOMBARD

MT. PR OSP ECT

EVE RGREEN PARK

mercury .

KE9-9650
.;...c

golf mill

CHICAGO

ELM WOOD PARK

NILES

ridge plaza
·

GRIFF ITH , IND .

Immediate Arrangements
Made.
For Local fnformation
Call Toll-free
800-321-1682
Starting Price: $125.00

"
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To the sniper aiming in the vicinity of the Chicago Public Library,
Branch 5 last Friday, we have your bullet.

■

· You may claim it at the head librarians desk
during regular business hours,
which are, if you are not familiar,
9 to 9 Monday thru Friday ,
9 to 5:30 Saturday and so"y we are not open Sunday s.

· I hope this doesn't upset you greatly but
your shot did not cause extensive damage
to life or property1 but I warn you,
there are several members of the staff who -might behave rashly
if you were to show your gun in here again.
-_'[his_ is not .idle discussion. We hold y ou legally
and morally responsibly for shattering the window
and our peace of mind
but most importantly the dignity of the institution
which you rudely interrupted.
.

.

And if you were wondering1 your bullet was not badly damaged
as.it found a }!ome in the spine of a volume on World Brotherhood.
In conclusion, as you will be shortly apprehended,
it is· reasonable to assume y our bo"owing priviledges
shall not be renewed with enthusiasm
but if you are in need of as!fistance,
pleas~do consult members of the staff
for we are here to serve you as member of the public.
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Military
spying

Directive

.

PRINT

·Da.n Pearson

(Cont'd. from p. 8)

the U.S . · during the 1960's,
claimed O'Brien.
This explains, he said, why
t hese agents were often out of
touch with reality when they ·
were called back from their
. foreign espionage activities to
spy on U.S. civilians. In his
own case, too, O'Brien admitted, "I was naive." The excesses of domestic military
surveillance resulted.
O'Brien pointed out that
activities like domestic spying
and selective IRS audits have
gone on · since the Truman
administration. He feels that
the military has taken the
blame for activities that other
espionage agencies, like the
FBI and the CIA, have carried
on for a long time.
O'Brien thinks that the
exposure of military spying in
the U.S. led to the uncovering
of Watergate. He expects further instances of domestic
surveillance to continue to
come to light because, he says,
the country is now in the mood
to see these activities exposed.

MARCEAU THE GREAT IS BACK!
Ronald A. Wilford

presents

APRiL 22-MAY 11
AT STUDEBAKER
THEATRE

oantom1m1st since
Chaplin. and:n his
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$ 1 off box off ice
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BOX O FFICE NOW OPEN
EVEN INGS T~esday through Thursday at 8 pm. Friday an d Saturday at 8 30 p.m.
MATINEE S: 1/,'lldnesd ay and Saturday at 2 p.rn .. Sunday at 3 p.m.
PR ICES TUES -THUR - Orc hestra $7 SO/ 1st Bal cony $6.50 . $6.00. S5.50/ 2nd Bal·
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·
FRI. -SAT.- Orchestra $8 .50/ 1st Ba lcony $7.50 , $7.00 , $6.50/2nd Bal cony $4 .50.
MATS - Orc hestr a $6.50 / l st Balcony $5.50 . $5.00. $4 .50/ 2nd Balcony $3.50.
SP.nd self -addre:;sed. sta mp ed envelope and c heck payable to Studeb~ker Th eat re . 418 -S Mic hig an Ave .. Chicago . l ll1no1s 60605 . Specify date
(matinee or evening). alte rna tes , location. number o f seats and price
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For years we've been telling you that in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world, Pabst B.lu.e Ribbon
is the overwhelming favorite . .

1975 1974 1973

CANS

PABST

53% 48% 42%

BRAND 2

12%

11%

18%

BRAND 2

10%

9%

11%

BRANO 3

5%

5%

7%

BRAND 3

8%

7%

8%

BRAND 4

5%

5%

6%

9%

10%

46% 46% 43%

SOURCE: Milwaukee Journal Consumer Analysis

More beer is brewed in Milwaukee than any other _ That's why we feel we've earned the right to
city in the world. So to be the #1 selling beer in
challenge any beer. So here's the Pabst challenge:
Milwaukee means you've got to be brewing the
Taste and compare the flavor of Blue Ribbon
best beer money can buy.
. - - - - - with the beer you're drinking and learn
And Pabst must be doing just that. Look at
what Pabst quality in beer is all about.
the charts. Blue Ribbon accounts for more
But don't take our word for it. Taste our
than half the beer sold in Milwaukee. It outword for it.
sells the next brand nearly five to one.

PABST Since 1844. T):ie quality has always come through.
PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, Ill., Newark, N.J ., Los Angeles, Calif ., Pabst, Georgia.
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-------For Sale - '72 VW eng and trans.
excel cond., 6000 miles. $600.
Contact James Wiley, 978-2947,
after
AFTER 8:30 pm.

WANTEd

Wanted: Ride to San Francisco for
spring break - will share expense.
Call Marie, 457-1681.

pERSONAls

R~mate wanted - Live near UNI.
Call 267-5365 or Ext. 747. Ask for
Walter.

Due to an unusual amount of
"Personals" in the classifieds this
week, we are printing those
personals which came in before the
.12:00 deadline first. We will try to
.get as many of the other personals
in as possible. In the future we
hope that the readers will comply
with the noon deadline.

Wanted - Male to supervise 3
handicapped men in on-the-job
training. Jani to rial experience
required. Part-time a .m. Call
Harry, 9:00-.4 :00 pm, 825-6464.
Free - To good home. 2 beautiful .
male kittens, 5 months old, both :
are black, 1 has a white tip on his
tail. Very affectionate, ~ust give
them away this week or they go to
the animai shelter. Call Kevin,
·evenings, 549-6839.

.

Alternatives presents the " Dope
Report ," a weekly recorded
message. Call 338-DRUG for
information about Drugs currently
on the street.

Because of the snowstorm, the
Environmental Education and
Interpretation Career Opportunities Conference was cancelled and
will be rescheduled in May. Watch
for announcements in the PRINT
and on bulletin boards. If you will
not be on campus during
May/ June, contact B. Winston,
Department of Geography and
Environmental Studies, ext. 791 or
780 to be placed on mailing list.

a

-------------- --Leaving for Denver 4 / 18/75 , ·
return before s pring classes.
Riders needed . Bill; 631-4624.
For Rent - Apt., 4½ large rooms, 6
blocks from UNI , ½ block from
"L." Option to buy curtains.
$142.00. Ca 478-5203. Available
June 1 or July 1.
Wanted - Does anyone out there
have a book case that's just
sitting around collecting dust, or
have one they might want to sell
real cheap! I'm in dire need of one
(like so many of us are), and it
would be greatly appreciated if
anyone has one· they want to get
rid of. Please Contact: Deb Justice
at ext. 341 on campus (583-4050),
and if I'm not there don 't give up,
leave word where I may contact
you.
Wanted - 2 instructional aides for
tutoring mat h, English, and basic
reading. Must have 30 hours in
major and/ or a BA. Contact
Lawrence Stoneburner, 452-6600
for the Elmwood Park High
S_chool, 8201 W . Fullerton, Elmwood Park, Illinois.
· W ant~!d - Roommate in a five room
apt. Occuty as from 15th April.
Own room at 3644 W. Leland
Avenue. One block south of
Lawrence and Central Park. 15
inin. by foot from UNI. Rent 60.00 per month. Utilities (gas,
phone, elect.). Call 539-3807 after 6
p .m.

For Sale - 1970 Cougar, w/ power
steering and brakes. Automatic,
vinyl top. mag wheels, stereo
8-track, Excellent condition, asking $1650. 453-3190.
.., _

- ~ ·- - - - - - - - -

To all my Print Perverts,
what-can I say but you tried your
hardest & it was a comedy at that
Better luck next season.
sped
To the Print staff :
What did I learn this year working
on the Print? I learned that there
is a Bernard Street between St.
Louis and Kimball. I learned that
it was a great organization to work
on (,not the street, but the Print.) I
learned that pi are squared; and I
learned that I love you all.
See you next fall,
Robert "Flash " Trahan
Jean,
I'll miss you ... (you really aren't
an "OLDER WOMEN")
Flash
Tom, ·
Ditto (cancel older women bit).
Flash

To All Chicago Meatballs: Keep
on bumping! Lets come together
next year and cage the Zoo.

Dear Jan,
Thanks for a great year. Good
luck and thanks for everything.
Old Bill

foa sAlE

'•

The UNI Wilderness Society
would like to thank all those
wonderful folks who contributed to
our fund raising raffle.
Thank you !

---~

For Sale - Bookshelves or storage
shelves. Wood with white enamel
finish. $10.00 or best offer. Also,
double bed matress and wooden
frame. Excellent condition, $40 or ·
best offer. Call 743-1889.
For Sale - '67 Buick, 69,000 mi.,
$200. Call Steve, 725-8346

To

Our favorite Ja.n itors, Jack,
Chris, and Steve,
Have we not the most interesting garbage in the school? Trivia
.question : Who sent this?
·

- - - - - --- - - - . 4--Dear Ann,
The time has come for all good
students of Northeastern to
graduate. Best of luck from all of
us in the Unicorn.
Dave, Tom, JE;!ssica, Wayne,
Kathy, Grace, Grorge, Jeanette, Wayne, and Paul

.,

__ . . __
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Drummer,
One year down and three to go.
Keep up the good grades and
transfer to UCLA at half-time.
They need someone to take over
Bill's place and I've heard they
have a. great band there .
Love,
Oley

To Marge,
Your move
You lose
Sleepy head

To Tom,
Your last term. Good luck
Ram#2

Dr. Sood,
Have you ever thought of
making "Speedwriting 101" a
prerequisite for your courses, or is ·
mine the only hand that writes in
its sleep?

Print Cuties #1,4,5,7, and 9,
Starting with " Night of the
Living Dead, " '"Mirages" (Why is
the man running? ... Riggio's .. .
Valentine's Day . . . "Easy Rider"
. . . X-rated movies on a roller
coaster .. . Roseann's party .. .
Print Perverts ... The Winery .. .
Charlie's and R.J.Grunts ... and
all the rest, what more could we
possibly do? Don't answer that.
You've been a great crowd and I
love you all. See you for further
adventures!!!
Cutie #3

To Laura,
Thanks for everything. See you
later?
Wolf
Sweet Renee',
Don't gethyperaboutABCDEF!
Dump Ken and PARTY!!!
"Soitenly" yours
Your Crazy Friend In The
'63 ...

--------------s

'

A reliable scientific study has
proven that one Mary L.B. is
extremely jumpy when poked in
the ribs. Actually she loves it so
keep it up friends!!!

Managing Ed. and Arts Ed.
FREEDOM AT LAST!!!
Newsy Ed.

$5.00 to the .first person who puts
a pie in Tom -Lasser's face.

Frank
Have a good time in Florida and
I'll miss you.
---Me

Backdoor man seeks women with
similar interests. Meet 11 :30,
Tues. and Fri , by Unicorn ,
cigarette machine.

Dear Joe,
I just can't begin to thank you
enough for the help you gave me
Monday night. I 'm really glad
we're friends and I hope we remain
that way in the future. I hope
you'll be able to confide in me like
I have in you in the past. Thanks .
again for helping me pull my
thoughts together.
Barb

Honey,
This has been a good trimester
for us. We have our problems but
they can be worked out. Have a
productive summer and ·remember
that I ·1ove you very much.
As always,
YourK.B .

Want some action??? There's a
great new exhibit in the Science
Building pit. Bring your pennies
along and watch it make a noise.

·To All,
I'm better than most but don 't
show it.
K.M.S.
To the Fugative,
Don't worry, Babe, I'll stick up
for you.
"Bo-Hock"

Jacques Costeau :
If you let go of your shovel and
toilet paper Mona will barge in.
Forget your Metro Records next
time.
--All your HammiBalls
'

To the Revolutionary Student
Brigade Your concepts of violent and
romantic revolution are about as
intriguing as a poorly made John
Wayne matinee, with about as
much color: blood red.
Turds to you.
signed, man of differing means
--------------.
.
LIBBY,
Best wishes to you in the spring
and summer and always.
.The Graduate.

Rick, Joe, and Bob,
It has been quite a trimester
and I really want you to know I
don't think I would have gotten
through without you. You made
me ·very happy in my times of
sadness. I shall always be grateful
for the good times we've shared. I
hope our friendship will remain
strong next year and that we will
always keep in contact. Thanks for
being yourselves and stay that
way.
Barb

· Who's the "new" chick in the
Print with the sexy hair?
Casey,
Quit reading MY personals.
p
Good night John-Boy. Good night
Brenda-Girl. Good night Daveboy. Good night Jan-Girl. Good
night Marty-Boy. Good night
Kathy-Neuter. G~ night JimDaddyman.
Signed,
J. Cash
Dear Dipper! Happy 22nd Birthday!
#1 oboe player and
magic-fingered pianist
Wayne Hoffberg,
You have been awarded the
coveted "Golden 'D' Bag" for your
outstanding biological achievements and social intercourse.
Congrat!!
The Thrips
P .S. The award will be presented
after Dr. Dulls final exam.
Dear Karen,
You're a great persori and a true
friend. No one will know what a
friend is until they find you.
Love
Larry
Who IS the Bearded C.C . worker
who wanders from megaform to
megaform talking to women . . . ;:
hope my CCAB fees don't pay his
salary.

Need Help?
Alternatives
To Abortion .
233-0305
or 583·6109

Confidential

l>

•Debbie,
: I want to know you away from
this school, this gym, this rotten
red megaform. Give me a chance.
You Know
M. Lou S. on the softball team How about throwing us a soft-ball
and quit being so selfish. Tom,
Nick, Gary, Jimmy, Steve, Danny,
John, Joey, Ming, and Kevin too. ;
Ego Remember I'll love you forever
even if we do think alike. Just
think if we get married we'll have
4 kids. --Id.

To my drinking buddies,
I'm glad we met kid, it's been
. lotsa fun. "You like him don't
you"? To tell you the truth, Lyn,
uh-huh! Luv, Marge . .
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Personal reflection

Can_UNI turn apathy to innovation?
by Tom Wolferman
As my official academic
affiliation with Northeastern
Illinois University comes to a
hardly momentous close, I feel
it necessary to appoint myself
as spokesman, and offer some
personal reflections on university life herli. Though some
schoolnik who will appear on
23 .consecutive pages of next
season 's yearbook may seem
far more qualified to sound off,
I nevertheless feel I can
contribute some points to
ponder on procuring an education at Northeastern. With a
diploma in liberal arts safely
stashed away in my dresser
drawer, I can admit that I am
not t he New Collegiate Dictionary extraordinaire that I
was sure college would make
'me. But I am a bit wiser. And
after 3 ½ years of taking
courses which often sominexed
me to sleep, I can come to
some conclusions, both pro
and con, on Northeastern.
Northeastern is a strange
school. Most of the students
you meet here are pleased to
tell you they're somehow getting out. It seems that half the
population proudly has their
applications in for Western,
Northern , Southern, Upper
Osh Kosh U. , etc. For the
motto here is: Anything . . .
Anything but Northeastern !; a
motto which is warranted by
two simple clues.
First, it appears to me that
a good deal of the students
here are simply ashamed, for
social reasons, of attending a
commuter school ; feeling terribly sorry for themselves
because they are missing out

on some mythical · nightly
Southeri:1 Illinois whoopee. So
t hey dependably camp ou t in
sections of t he Unicorn, or do
t heir damndest to convert the
megaforms into highly selective, private dorms and residence halls. I , myself, spent
my first two years here hunched on a megaform eternally
complaining that UNI was a
frosty commuter school brimming . with superficial snobs
whose only concern was zipping off to a part-time job
and/ or suburban sweetheart.
And in many ways I was right.
You can 't expect that deep
atmosphere of comaraderie you
are going to achieve at a
school where students are
living on campus. Let' s face it.
Going away to school is often
a Poseidon Adventure situation : You 're stuck - absolu tely stuck - stranded on a
campus in a small town with
an assorted cast of characters.
So you have to join together
a nd make t he best of it. It's
actually only a matter of
survival. Here at Northeastern, survival is generally living
at home, going to class, and
working part time. Where
comaraderie may come more
naturally at residence schools,
at Northeastern it's something
to work for. It takes exceptional effort. But I'm convinced people here do want to
seek each other out; they're
just stupidly afraid to make
the first move.
Secondly, academically, the
basic student body here at
UNI is deathly afraid of any
intensive work. Merely check
out t he 2nd-day attendance of

any class where an instructor
has handed out a rigorous
syllabus the day before. The
classroom is an echo chamber.
The drop line looks like a
welfare clinic. Students here
break out in hives over mention of a term paper, essay
exam, or oral report. If a
professor holds a first day
class for the full hour he is an
Intolerable. If he demands any
writing prowess in the form of
papers he is the Marquis De
Sade.
With the ample existence of
a lengthy and luxurious 16
weeks to drift along, very little
academic pressure is applied to
the students towards performance. Deadlines are made to be
stretched. Students complain
about · the work load. As a
result, we are coddled and
pampered and even overprotected, and still find time to
whimper about the cerebral
strain. Many students will not
take up with an instructor
they have not fully researched.
(I know I've even ludicrously
resorted to looking up the
instructor's picture in the
yearbook to determine whether
or not he or she has a
benevolent face). At UNI ...
Cinch is the clinch; Easy " A"
is the way.
Though the social and academic atmosphere at Northeastern is often only slightly
above that of a day camp there does exist one very
outstanding feature that very
few people can even conceive
of, and that is: Northeastern
can be an incubator of innovation. The wonderful result of
well-developed apathy is t hat

DIA agent rips military spying
by Diane Dockery
J ohn O'Brien, a former ·
Army intelligence agent with
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), spuke last Monday
about military spying on civilians. Sponsored by the Sociology Club, the talk was
pre$ented in the Criminology
and Penology II class of
Daniel Stern, professor of
sociology.
O'Brien stated that intelligence agents are pro-law en. forcement. Abuses, such as
illegal wire-tapping, slective
IRS audits and harrassment,
occur only when intelligencegatherers lose sight of their
objectives, claimed O'Brien.
Army domestic intelligence
objectives, cited by O'Brien,
were to protect military installations from civil disorder and
to provide pre-warning of civil
unrest in major metropolitan
areas.
When the intelligence practices of the Army's 82nd
air-borne division proved inadequate during the Detroit
riots in 1967, Ramsey Clark
issued two orders escalating
the scope of military spying on
U.S. citizens . .
The scope of the espionage
is only now being exposed.
O'Brien alleged that a plan
existed in the early 1970's for
0

the Army to take control of
Illinois (and the rest of the
country) and establish marshal
law.
The plan in Illinois included
two enemies lists of about 500
people, including the names of
Abner Mikva, William Singer,
William Cousins, Jesse Jackson and others cited by
O'Brien.
These people, claimed O'Brien, were to be incarcerated in
Kankakee and at Fort Sheridan, had the plan been
ordered into effect. The plan
further provided for the military' s takeover of transportation and communication systems.
Other Army intelligence
measures included a "counterinsurgency plan" in which
agents incited fringe groups to
violent actions. Right-wing
groups, for example, were
incited against left-wing organizations. O'Brien specifically
mentioned the right-wing Legion of Justice, the "Forgotten
Few" motorcycle gang of
Arlington Heights, and the
Minutemen as examples of
groups used by the Army in
the Chicago area.
Information was also frequently exchanged between
the military and the Chicago
police department's Red Squad

and the FBI.
A file was drawn up on one
innocent citizen, said O'Brien,
because the last digit of a
license plate number was
miscopied.
The UNI security department, according to O'Brien,
was contacted by Army agents
concerning student activists
on campus. An unnamed official here, however, refused to
accept the unsolicited information and destroyed it in front
of the agents.
Northwestern
University •
was also uncooperative, but
other schools, like the U. of I.
at Chicago •Circle, claimed
O'.Brien, exchanged information on students with the
Army.
O'Brien worked as an undercover agent for three years in
Germany, between 1966 and
. 1969. He was a "fully documented Dutch national" and
said he dressed, lived, and
looked like a European. He
· spoke only German, read only
European newspapers, and
wasn't permitted contact with
other Americans .except for
Army intelligence agents.
The agents led moderate to
conservative life-styles and
were isolated from the changes

t his very same apathy also
creates a lack of competition.
Consequently, any fairly-witted student can instigate a
creative idea or program, and
usually accomplish possible
_satisfaction and acclaim, merely because no one else has the
collective guts to compete.
Northeastern is a prairie of
unused ideas waiting to be
plowed through. With very
strong art, theatre, music, and
dance departments, only the
same choice people seem to
constantly excel because they
are the only ones who are
producing , creating, or, merely
participating . The PRINT itself collects its share of vast
criticism. Yet we're always
open to fresh, crisp ideas. But
where are these ideas? The
creators? With strong departments offering a clean pathway for innovation, a nd t he
rare and attractive offer of
little competition, students
still pass up the opportunity to
make any new and exciting
waves.
I, personally, feel I have
wasted a good deal of my time
here, basically because of a
fear to use my own specific
talents to experiment. Yet, in
many ways, Northeastern has
given me a memorable education. Without . presenting · a
gush of publicity, I'd like to
cite a few courses which were
well worth my time : Dorothy
Patton 's Advanced Rhetoric
class was · a . solid probe into
persuasive writing. She forces
you to slam your ideas down
on paper - but never discourages you from well-based creativity. Patton promised we'd
never have trouble organizing
0

a paper again. I was shoc1rnd
to find her correct. Allan
Bates' classes in the English
Dept. are somewhat different.
He throws creativity in your
face and leaves it up to you
what to do with it. He lessens
your fears of experimenting,
and brings a complete human
experience and intimacy to
learning. Also, I believe J.
Fred McDonald's pop culture
courses are thoroughly educational, though grossly misunderstood. Where some studen ts find them highly entertaining, probably more accurately than any other course,
they offer a n insight into what
our -American culture was, and
is , all about. Finally, I recommend June Sochen's "Women
In Film" course to all students
who want to honestly understand male-female relationships. After overcoming the
hurdle of being one of only 5
males in the course, I allowed
myself to become absorbed in
observation. The result: some
of the most personally rewarding research papers I've · ever
turned out, and one of the
most fascinating and thoughtprovoking voices for the women's movement I have ever
encountered. The course offered a challenge, where others
merely offered regurgitation.In retrospect, I can candidly
surmise that Northeastern is
not a n exceptional university.
,But if I have gained only a
handful of exceptional understanding from a minority of
academic classes, then I '11 at
least have a solid grasp on a
substance which will still be
thriving long after my UNI
diploma has yellowed.

o·PEN FOR LUNCH

HIDDEN COVE
OPEN AT 11 am. daily

.---------------·-----~
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COUPON .
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FREE - ·t Pitcher ·" - 'Rth .nted. pizza
FREE

~ 2 Pitchers beer.witb lge. pizza

~tu OFF - any 1ancheon order
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Movie _Nita, Sunday 10:30 .pr11, Ladies Nita, Tuesday & Thursday, _Unescortad ·females, Sc a Drink . .

LOUNG~PUB

N. Lincoln Ave.
784-S838·

and upheavals (Cont'd
taking place
in •
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